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JAMES GLICKENHAUS, MARINO AND DARIO FRANCHITTI HEADLINE FIRESIDE
CHAT SERIES AT THE 2016 THE QUAIL, A MOTORSPORTS GATHERING
Raising the Bar in its 14th Year, the World-Renowned Automotive Lifestyle Event Will Set
the Stage for the Supercar Manufacturing Visionary’s Latest Debut with Gordon McCall
and Welcome Awarded Racing Brothers to Speak with Philip Kadoorie
Carmel-by-the-Sea, Calif. (August 11, 2016) – Recognized as one of the most highly influential
international events during the historic Monterey Car Week, The Quail, A Motorsports Gathering
(The Quail), today announced an extraordinary lineup of Fireside Chat speakers who will take the
main stage on Friday, August 19, 2016 to discuss their passions for vintage and racing motorcars,
as well as their personal journeys in the hobby.
Gordon McCall, co-founder of the event that returns each year to Quail Lodge & Golf Club in
Carmel, will join James M. Glickenhaus at 11:30 a.m. to unveil the 2016 Scuderia Cameron
Glickenhaus, which will be making its highly anticipated North American debut. Having shown his
vehicles at The Quail since its inaugural year, Glickenhaus will join McCall to present his latest
project, as well as explore his collaboration process with world-renowned coachbuilder Pininfarina
in creating his now eminent 2006 Ferrari P 4/5 by Pininfarina. The Wall Street fund manager turned
infamous car connoisseur invested nearly $4 million in modifying the one-off Ferrari he
commissioned from the Turin-based design house. Never one to be satisfied by existing supercars,
Glickenhaus has since transformed a 430 Scuderia into the P4/5 Competizione. Under his Scuderia
Cameron Glickenhaus company name, he has since broken away from Ferrari with the limited
edition launch of the Scuderia Cameron Glickenhaus SCG 003.
“The Quail, A Motorsports Gathering has evolved into one of the most distinguished automotive
stages on which famed supercar manufacturers unveil their highly anticipated series launches,”
said Gordon McCall, Co-Founder of the event. “We couldn’t be more excited to play host to the
Scuderia Cameron Glickenhaus’ latest debut, as this has come to be a highlight of the automotive
design world.”
Philip Kadoorie, son of The Hon. Sir Michael Kadoorie, (Chairman of The Hongkong and Shanghai
Hotels, Limited, parent company of The Peninsula Hotels), will take the main stage at 2:00 p.m.
with Marino and Dario Franchitti MBE. Marino was recently at the center of Ford GT’s
reintroduction into sports car racing. He was one of four drivers to pilot Chip Ganassi’s foray into
the FIA World Endurance Challenge, driving #67 at Ford’s return to the Le Mans 24 Hours earlier

this summer. He is also an American Le Mans Series champion and the overall winner of the 2014
12 Hours of Sebring. The now retired Dario is a three time Indianapolis 500 winner and a four time
IndyCar series champion. The pair will be speaking on their experiences in the racing industry and
what it means to be a part of The Quail.
“It is with great honor that I join The Quail, A Motorsports Gathering’s Fireside Chat series for the
first time this year alongside such revered drivers,” said Philip Kadoorie. “The Franchitti family is
one of the most successful names in motorsports, and this is a rare opportunity to take a deeper
look into their personal and professional histories on stage.”
For more information on The Quail, A Motorsports Gathering, please visit:
http://signatureevents.peninsula.com/en/Motorsports/Motorsports.html
Follow The Quail: @TheQuailEvents.
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